XPAND K.K.

Come On,
Let's Experience
the XPAND Code
World!

For iPhone/iPad with iOS 14.3 or
higher, please read this.

For iPhone/iPad with iOS 14.2 or
lower and Android, please read this.

XPAND K.K.

Read the Jersey and
Connect with the Team

Try to read the XPAND Code on the jersey.
In addition to the sponsor list, a life-size player will appear with AR.
Let's take a picture with them!
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XPAND Code
and

Giant AR

The XPAND Code, which is suitable for reading from a long distance, is the
best match for the giant AR.
For example, you can read an electric bulletin board in a stadium and see a
ball with a diameter of 300 feet.
When you read this XPAND Code, a giant curling stone appears.
Place the stone in a large area and try to take a picture of it!

000000 210285
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コードで

Even When the Arena is Closed
Enjoy Sports Online!
Try to read the XPAND Code on the back wall.
You can play the curling game right away!
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No Confusion Even if
There Are 12 Courts in a Match!

The Japan Table Tennis League worked on improving the
transmission of information from the venue using XPAND
Codes.
XPAND Codes were installed on the fences of all 12 courts
to improve the ability to obtain the status of the game on
each court while maintaining a social distancing.
The XPAND Codes can also be read through photos and
videos, making them an effective tool for providing
information to fans at non-attendance games.

Watch the Video
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The XPAND Code Links
Virtual Space and Real
Space Directly!

The low-resolution XPAND Code Pixel can be installed in facilities
within the game space.
It provides a direct link from the virtual space to the real space.
Try to read the XPAND Code on the sign board!
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The XPAND Code Brings
Innovative Ideas to
Research and Education.

We offer the XPAND Code SDG4 plan for research and education
fields.
We hope that it will generate broader ideas that link the real world
and smartphones.
The Aichi University of the Arts, one of the top art universities in
Japan, has been working on creating new UX using XPAND Codes.

View a Student's Work Collection
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Where You Stick It Becomes
the Gateway to Your Phone!
Hyperlink Tape "XPAND MT"

Watch the Video
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The World' s Most Advanced
Barcode Reader

VS Reader
VS Reader is the world's most advanced barcode reader library, which is also used
as the engine for the XPAND Code Reader.
It is an ultra-fast reader made by Vision Smarts of Belgium that can read from 2
inches away as well as 700 feet away.
It is compatible with iOS and Android and covers all major barcode standards
including QR/UPC/EAN codes.
It is also extremely easy to integrate into apps.
Despite such high performance, the cost of installation is less than one-third that of
similar products, boasting an overwhelming cost performance.
Please contact us for barcode reader installation and apps development.

Learn more about VS Reader
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1

STEPS

Your
Mobile

to Implement
XPAND Code
XPAND Code is easy to implement.
You can try it for free.
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Get the Code

Prepare an URL

Please prepare your mobile site.
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Complete!

XPAND Code Generator
https://xpand.codes/generator/

Issue your own XPAND Code.

Place your jerseys, merchandise,
electronic bulletin boards, etc.
wherever you like!
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What Would Happen
If Your Team Implemented
XPAND Code?
ANONYMOUS

FC

YEAH
XPAND.CODES

anonymous FC
This sample is not related to any real team.

Let's Create New Experiences Together!

